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Abstract. Transportation cyber physical systems such as automotive, aviation,
and rail involve interactions between software controllers, communication
networks, and physical devices. These systems are among the most complex cyber
physical systems being designed by humans, but added time and cost constraints
make their development a significant technical challenge. Formal specification
technologies are now indispensable for quickly developing safe and reliable
transportation systems. In this paper, we propose a formal specification approach
for Transportation cyber physical systems. The proposed formal framework is
such a formwork. On the one hand, it can deal with continuous-time systems
based on sets of ordinary differential equations. On the other hand, it can deal
with discrete-event systems, without continuous variables or differential
equations. We present a combination of the formal methods Timed-CSP, ZimOO
and differential (algebraic) equations or differential logic. Each method can
describe certain aspects of a transportation cyber physical system: CSP can
describe communication, concurrent and real-time requirements; ZimOO
expresses complex data operations; differential (algebraic) equations model the
dynamics and control (DC) parts. A case study of train control system illustrates
the specification process for Transportation cyber physical systems.
Keywords: Transportation Cyber Physical Systems, ZimOO, Timed-CSP,
Differential Logic

1

Introduction

Transportation cyber physical systems[1] – automotive, aviation, and rail – involve
interactions between software controllers, communication networks, and physical
devices. These systems are among the most complex cyber physical systems being
designed by humans, but added time and cost constraints make their development a
significant technical challenge. Formal specification technologies are now
indispensable for quickly developing safe and reliable transportation systems.
Transportation cyber physical systems consist of three parts: the dynamics and
control (DC) parts, the communication part and computation part. The DC part is that
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of a predominantly continuous-time system, which is modeled by means of
differential (algebraic) equations, or by means of a set of trajectories. The evolution of
a hybrid system in the continuous-time domain is considered as a set of piecewise
continuous functions of time. The computation part is that of a predominantly
discrete-event system. A well-known model is a (hybrid) automaton, but modeling of
discrete-event systems is also based on, among others, Z,VDM, process algebras,
Petri nets, and data flow languages. Clearly, cyber physical systems represent a
domain where the DC, communication and computation aspects must be met, and we
believe that a formalism that integrates the DC, communication and computation
aspects is a valuable contribution towards integration of the DC, communication and
computation methods, techniques, and tools [2].
In this paper, we provide some ideas for formal specification of transportation
cyber physical systems and one well known case study to validate formal
specification.

2

Formal Specification for Transportation Cyber Physical
Systems

Transportation systems are complex systems and current formal specification
technology does not scale to the sizes of these systems. These systems need to be
analyzed at several levels of abstraction. It is unlikely that a single specification
technique will suffice at every level.
CSP is suitable for showing the order of the occurrence of events but lack the
ability to handle complex abstract data types and operations.[3] ZimOO [4] is based
on Object-Z [5], an object-oriented extension of Z [6], ZimOO is an extended subset
of Object-Z allowing descriptions of discrete and continuous features of a system in a
common formalism ZimOO supports three different kinds of classes: discrete as in
Object-Z, continuous and hybrid classes.
The differential dynamic logic (dL) [7] is a logic for specifying and verifying
hybrid systems [17][15]. The logic dL can be used to specify correctness properties
for hybrid systems given operationally as hybrid programs . The basic idea for dL
formulas is to have formulas of the form [α]φ to specify that the hybrid system α
always remains within region φ, i.e., all states reachable by following the transitions
of hybrid system α statisfy the formula φ. Dually, the dL formula <α>φ expresses that
the hybrid system α is able to reach region φ, i.e., there is a state reachable by
following the transitions of hybrid system α that statisfies the formula φ.
Aspect-oriented approaches[8] use a separation of concern strategy, in which a
set of simpler models, each built for a specific aspect of the system, are defined and
analyzed. Each aspect model can be constructed and evolved relatively independently
from other aspect models. Aspect-oriented specification is made by extending TCOZ
[9] and ZIMOO notation with aspect notations. The schema for aspect specification in
has the general form as shown in Fig.1.
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Fig.1. Aspects of Model Structure

3

Case Study: Formal Specification of Train Control Systems

Train control systems contain several components connected by communication
channels. One important component is the train controller whose purposes are to limit
the speed of the train, decide when it is time to switch points and secure crossings,
and make sure that the train does not enter them too early. The odometer component
keeps track of the speed and position of the train. The speed controller supervises the
speed and makes sure that it does not exceed the limit set by the train controller,
otherwise it automatically slows down the train. When the speed limit is set to zero,
the train will break until it comes to a safe halt. The communication with crossings is
done by the radio controller. As said above, the communication medium is radio
based. Special care has to be taken, because radio transmissions are inherently unsafe.
The safety must still be established under the assumption that no message can be
transferred [10][11]
For specification of train control using formal methods, First, the communication
channels of the class are declared. Every channel has a type which restricts the values
that it can communicate. There are also local channels that are visible only inside the
class and that are used by the CSP, ZIMOO, and differential dynamic logic (dL)
parts for interaction. Second, the CSP part follows; it is given by a system of
(recursive) process equations. Third, the Z part is given which itself consists of the
state space, the Init schema and communication schemas. For each communication
event a corresponding communication schema specifies in which way the state should
be changed when the event occurs. Finally, below a horizontal line the differential
dynamic logic (dL) part is stated. Classes can be combined into larger specifications
by CSP operators like parallel composition, hiding and renaming.
The first aspect is communication. These communications can be naturally
modelled with CSP. As an example we can model the loop supervising the speed in
CSP by the following recursive equation:
c

Radio _ com = SuperviseTrain 1 ||| SuperviseTrain 2L
c

SuperviseTrain 1 = getSpd → getPos → calcMax Spd
→ setMax Spd → SuperviseTrain 1
c

SuperviseTrain 2 = L
L

It is assumed that an MA (movement authority) has been granted up to some track
position, which we can call in, and the train is located at position z, heading with
current speed v towards m. We represent the point SB as the safety distance s relative
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to the end m of the MA (i.e., m-s=SB). In this situation, differential dynamic
logic (dL) can specify the following crucial safety property of the train control system,
which we state as a DL formula which expresses that a train always remains with its
MA [12].
ψ → [ ( control ; dirve ) * ] z ≤ m
where

control

≡ (? m − z ≤ s ; a : = − b ) ∪ ( ？ m - z ≥ s ; a : = A ),

drive ≡ τ : = 0 ; ( z ' = v , v ' = a , τ ' = 1 & v ≥ 0 ∧ τ ≤ ε ).

A train controller limits the speed of the train, decides when it is time to switch
points and secure crossings, and makes sure that the train does not enter them too
early [13].There are main variables and operations in the train movement process:
speed, time, reportinfo, update log, receive command, brake, supervise. This paper
uses ZIMOO to specify state space. Fig.2 gives out the model of the train control.
c

Train _ com = Re port ||| Supervise
c

Re port = reportInfo → Re port
c

Supervise = sup erviseInfo → Supervise

ψ → [(control ; dirve) *] position ≤ dangerPosi ton
where

control ≡ (? dangerPosi tion − position ≤ d; a := −b) ∪ (？dangerPosi tion - position ≥ d;

a := A), run ≡ τ := 0; ( position ' = v, v ' = a, τ ' = 1 & v ≥ 0 ∧ τ ≤ ε ).

Fig. 2. Modeling Train Controller by the integration of CSP, ZIMOO, and differential dynamic
logic (dL)

The movement permissions of trains are neither known beforehand nor fixed
statically. They are determined based on the current track situation by a Radio Block
Controller (RBC) [14] [15] [16]. Trains are only allowed to move within their current
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movement authority (MA), which can be updated by the RBC using wireless
communication. Hence the train controller needs to regulate the movement of a train
locally such that it always remains within its MA . The RBC is modeled by CSP[17],
ZIMOO, and differential dynamic logic (dL) [18] as shown in Fig.3.
c

Radio _ com = SuperviseTrain 1 ||| SuperviseTrain 2L
c

SuperviseTrain 1 = getSpd → getPos → calcMaxSpd
→ setMaxSpd → SuperviseTrain 1
c

SuperviseTrain 2 =L
L

n = # train = # speed
0 < d = brakingDist (max Speed )
∀s , s ' : Speed | s ≤ s ' • brakingDist ( s ) ≤ brakingDist ( s ' )
emergencyT rain > n
∀i : dom speed • 0 ≤ speed ( i ) ≤ max Speed
∀i : dom train | i ≠ 1 • trian ( i ) < train ( i − 1 ) − brakingDis t ( speed ( i ))

∆ ( speed , emergencyTrain )
newEmergencyTrain ? : N
newEmergencyTrain? ≤ n
emergencyTrain ' = min{ newEmergencyTrain?, emergencyTrain}
speed ' ( emergencyTrain ' ) = 0
∀i ∈ N | i ≠ emergencyTrain ' • speed ' ( i ) = speed ( i )

Fig.3. Specification of Radio Block Controller

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a formal specification approach for Transportation cyber
physical systems. The proposed formal framework is such a formwork. On the one
hand, it can deal with continuous-time systems based on sets of ordinary differential
equations. On the other hand, it can deal with discrete-event systems, without
continuous variables or differential equations. We presented a combination of the
formal methods Timed-CSP, ZimOO and differential (algebraic) equations or
differential logic. Each method can describe certain aspects of a transportation cyber
physical system: CSP can describe communication, concurrent and real-time
requirements; ZimOO expresses complex data operations; differential (algebraic)
equations model the dynamics and control (DC) parts. A case study of train control
system illustrates the specification process for Transportation cyber physical systems.
system was used to illustrate the specification process of formal specification for
cyber physical systems.
The further work is devoted to integrated formal specification with AADL further.
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